### Predict

**Remember:** Your prediction should be specific and have proof from the book!!

I predict that I will learn ____________________________

because ____________________________

### After reading:

- [ ] I confirmed my prediction while reading after reading.
- [ ] I rejected my prediction. [ ] while reading [ ] after reading.
  - Here’s why I rejected my prediction (Or, my new prediction based on what I read):

### Clarify

**Meaning:** ____________ is a difficult word because I don’t know what it means. So I…

- [ ] Checked the parts of the word that I know
- [ ] Read on to find clues.
- [ ] Reread to find clues.
- [ ] Tried another word.
- [ ] Talked to my group
- [ ] Looked it up

**Pronunciation:** ____________ is a difficult word because I don’t know how to pronounce it. So I…

- [ ] Sounded out the word.
- [ ] Broke the word into chunks.
- [ ] Thought of a word that looks like this
- [ ] I talked to my group
- [ ] Looked up the pronunciation in a dictionary or online

### Understanding what’s going on:

Page # ____ has a confusing part. I don’t understand…

So I…

- [ ] Reread
- [ ] Read on
- [ ] Thought about what I know
- [ ] Talked to my group

### Summarize

Here is a short summary about today’s reading. This should include about 5 key points that the author wanted you to learn. (It should NOT include first, next, then, and finally.)

- __________________________________________
- __________________________________________
- __________________________________________
- __________________________________________
- __________________________________________
- __________________________________________
- __________________________________________